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1. Introduction. In this paper we consider two extremal interpola-

tory problems in the unit disc, A. We first consider the class L2(A)

consisting of all analytic functions which are quadratically integrable

in A, with norm given by

a) ll/IU=(//j/(z)N^),/2<«>.

From among all functions in L2(A) which satisfy the finite set of inter-

polation conditions

(2) f(zk) = ak, k = 1, 2, • • • m

we determine the unique function having minimum norm (1). The

(distinct) points \zk] are arbitrarily distributed over the disc, and

the constants [ak] are arbitrary. In the second problem we consider

the class of functions H%(A), consisting of functions analytic in the

unit disc, with norm

(3) ||/||H.n=(jcn(2)|/(2)|2|¿2|y/2   <   oo,

where C is the unit circle \z\ =1, and n(z) is a positive continuous

weight function defined on C. For this class we determine the unique

function which satisfies the infinitely many interpolation conditions

(4) f(zk) = hh ft- 1,2,   .t ■

and has minimum norm (3). The (distinct) points [zk] lie in A and

lTj°-i |z*|  is assumed to converge. By the integral in (3) is meant

lim,-,! fcrn(eiB)\f(z)12|dz\, where Cr is the circle \z\ =r, 0<r < 1.

Although the results presented here are not new, the methods are,

we believe, of some interest.

2. Hilbert space concepts. In both of the above problems it is the

fact that the class of functions with which we are concerned forms a

Hilbert Space that is the important factor. Before proceeding with

these problems it would be well to outline briefly the reasoning em-

ployed to show that a Hilbert space is formed (cf. [4]). Throughout
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this paper we shall refer to an arbitrary Hubert space with norm

denoted by ||/|| and inner product by (/, g) without subscripts when-

ever the discussion is applicable to both Z,2(A) and Hl{A). Indeed, the

ideas presented here are applicable for domains other than the disc.

That these spaces are linear and normed is trivial. Completeness

follows from an inequality of the form :

(5) 1/(0 I   ¡SJfJl/ll,
where t is a point of the disc and M is a number depending on t but

not on the function f(z). Such an inequality is found for the class

L2(A) by applying the mean value theorem for harmonic functions;

this yields the inequality:

(6) l/w I SS-—-IWU.
7TWV

where r is the distance from the point t to the boundary of the disc.

For the class i7^(A), we may replace n{z) by unity and/(z) is replaced

by f(z)N(z) in (3) where N(z) is analytic in the disc and ¡A^z)!2

= n(z) almost everywhere on C and solve the equivalent problem

(cf. [2, p. 146]). When this is done and the Cauchy integral formula is

applied to the analytic function/2(z)Af2(z) we obtain

(7) 1*1* 55=5»"-

The inequality (5) further shows that the value of the function

at a fixed point t of A is a bounded linear functional. Hence, by the

well-known theorem of Riesz and Fréchet, the linear functional

L(J) =f(t), can be expressed as an inner product, that is:

(8) L(f)=f(t) = {f,g).

The function g(z) is a (uniquely determined) function belonging to

the Hubert space under consideration. Because of (8), g(z) will be

called the reproducing kernel function. For the class ¿2(A) the kernel

function is called the Bergman Kernel Function and will be denoted

by KB(z, t). For the class Hl(A) the kernel function is called the

Szegö Kernel Function and will be denoted by K%(z, t).

Given a complete orthonormal sequence for a Hubert space admit-

ting a kernel function, the kernel function can be obtained by forming

the sum
oo

(°) E [**«)]-**(*),
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where the functions {<f>k} form an orthonormal basis for the space

(cf. [4]). For the spaces £2(A) and Hl(A), the functions

\zk), k = 0, 1, 2, • • • form a complete orthogonal system for both

L2(A) and Hl(A). By normalizing this sequence of functions for each

of the spaces £2(A) and Hl(A), and applying (9), we get

(10a) KB(z,t) = ---—,
ir   (1 — zty

»        -, 1 1 1
(10b) Ks(z, Í)--— •

2tt l-tz N(z)[N(t)]~

3. The projection operator. Returning to the extremal problems

posed in §1, it is readily seen that if there exists one function of the

space under consideration which interpolates correctly at the pre-

scribed points, then both the existence and uniqueness of a solution

to the proposed extremal problem are assured. It is further seen that

the extremal function is uniquely characterized by its interpolation

property and the fact that it is orthogonal to the subspace of func-

tions Z which vanish at all the points of interpolation. This condi-

tion may be written as follows:

(11) '      F/=0,

where/is the extremal function and P denotes the orthogonal projec-

tion operator onto Z. Thus, if w(z) is any "competing" function, the

extremal function is given by

(12) f(z) - w(z) - Pw(z),

and the minimum norm is given by

(13) (f,f) = (w,w- Pw).

(It is obvious in the case of a finite set of interpolation conditions

that "competing" functions exist.)

Let Pm be the projection operator associated with m points of inter-

polation. (In the case where there are infinitely many points of inter-

polation we shall consider the first m points and then let m tend to

infinity.) Then, for both of the aforementioned Hilbert spaces, the

operator Pm will be constructed with the aid of the bounded linear

operator Tm, where

(14) Tmg = Bm(z)g(z),

g(z) being in L*(A) or H%(A) and Bm(z) is the Blaschke product:
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™      [zk]~        Z — Zk
(15) Bm(z) = n

*-l   I Zk |     1 — [zk]~z

The points {z*} in (15) are the points of interpolation.

If T^ denotes the adjoint of Tm and if the (bounded) operator

(T*Tm)~l exists (which will be shown shortly), then it is easily seen

that the projection operator may be represented as follows:

(16) Pm = Tn{T*mTm)-iT*m.

Using the same reasoning as in [l], the adjoint operator may be

written as

(17) T*mg{t) = {[Bm{z)]-g{z), K(z, t)),

where K{z, t) is the reproducing kernel function.

4. Solution of the extremal problems.

A. The extremal problem for L2(A). We first consider the extremal

problem posed for the functions of class L2{A). We temporarily as-

sume that none of the points z* is the origin. Let the operator Tm be

defined by (14), where g(z)G£2(A). The operator Tm maps all func-

tions in L2(A) into the class of functions ZCL2(A). Now, given any

function h{z)CL2{A), the function h(z)/Bm(z)CL2(A), thereby pro-

viding a factorization. That this is so can be seen by drawing a disc,

At, of radius r about each of the points of interpolation (i.e., the

zeros of Bm(z)), where none of the discs intersect, and each disc is

contained within A. We may therefore write:

//.
(18)

where

h(z)

Bm(z)
dxdy

h(z)A r r \ h\z> c r ii
^ Ci ¿_i I   I     -' dxdy + c2 |  I | h(z) ydxdy,

k-iJ J aJz — Zk A-¿ At

(19a) Cl=    max     jsuP|^—-ft
fc-i.m \°^ABm(z)\)

and

(19b) c2=     supm    (\Bm(z)\-*).

zGa-X)a*
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Furthermore, by expanding h(z) in a Taylor series and using the

orthogonality of the functions {(z — zk)'} over the disc Ak, it is readily

seen that

(20) f f    ——  dxdy g — f f | h(z) \'dxdy.
J J aJ z — zk r2JJt>

It then follows that

A

r c i *(*) 2 r r i    iI   I    -   dxdy ^ c I   I   I A(z) |2áx¿y,
J J a   Bm(z) J J A

where c is a constant. From (14) it is obvious that ||3T«»||x,

^sup2eA |5m(z)|, which with (20) yields

(21) 0<-ig^^á||rro||2<oo, gELKA).
e (g> f)

Conditions (21), however, assure the existence of the bounded oper-

ator (rjX)"1 (cf. [5, p. 263]).
The operator T„Tm is then given by:

(22a)     T*mTmg(z) = j*J^ (5»(f)«(f)) [^„(f) -      _ —j  dÇAj

or

(22b) T*mTmg(z) = — r s»(r)g(r) r r &,(«)—-—-¿«i #.
2î Je L J 7T    (1 — ZW)2       J

(22a) is obtained by combining (10a), (14) and (17). Applying

Green's formula, we derive (22b). Expanding Bm(u)(l/(1— zu)2) in

its partial fractions and employing the formula

— f S(M) [loS (x - ~zu) }~du - - f «WA. 2 G A,
2îTÎ Je Jo

(22b) becomes:

I    Bm(u)g(u)du
* ail/** )™J0

(23) rrormg(2) = -{—— I  s»(«)«(«)á»¡- + Z ——--,
dz{Bm(z)J0 )       k=l  Bn(zk)(zk — z)2

which gives an explicit expression for the operator T„Tm.

If we now let u(z) = T^T,„g(z) and solve for g(z) in terms of u(z) we

get g(z) = (r*rm)_1w(3). Therefore, if we substitute u(z) for T*Tmg(z)

in (23) and solve the resulting integral equation for g(z) in terms of
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u{z), we find the inverse operator for T„Tm. Performing this sub-

stitution, we observe that, as the equation stands, we cannot solve

for g{z) in terms of u{z), since the constants fokBm(u)g(u)du depend

upon g{z). If, however, we integrate this equation between the limits

0 and Zj we get:

m f'kB~(P)s(f>)dP

(24)     \    u{z)dz=     £    ———;--zj
^ 0 k-l;k*j   J}m{Zk)Zk{Zk — Zj)

r     BÍ(Z,) 1 1   fi
-\7(Rl(L+-^7-A        Bm(P)g{P)dP.

L2(B'm(zj))2       ZjB'JpùlJ o

Equations (24) (with /=1, • • • , m) constitute a linear system

which we can solve for each fokBm(p)g(p)dp as a linear combination of

the quantities fl'u(z)dz. If the determinant of the system (24) were

zero, it would be possible to choose constants a* so that the system

(24) is unsolvable while we know the system is always solvable.

Hence the determinant of (24) does not vanish, therefore, we may

write

(25) £ bkS f   u(z)dz =  f "Bm(p)g(p)dP,
j-l J 0 J 0

where the bkj are constants determined by the points Zi, z2, • • • , zm.

Substituting (25) into (23) and solving the resulting integral equa-

tions we find

(rlrj-'sO)
(26,

Bm(z)  dz

g(t)dt

B-W I     g(z) - £ ——-
I Jo L k,j~iBJz,)(zj - z)

dz

Applying (14), (17) and (26) to (12) we find that the solution to the

first extremal problem is given by:

(27) f(z) = 1ÍJLW   t -^-—} •
dz  { y,fc»i Bm{Zj)B'm{Zk)   Zj(z, - z)J

The norm of the extremal function is readily calculated by an applica-

tion of the method of residues to (22b) if we take advantage of the

fact that on C we have z = l/z and [Bm(z)]~=l/Bm(z).

In case the origin is one of the m points of interpolation we define

a new bounded linear operator T'mg = zBm-i(z)g(z) and proceed in

exactly the same manner as before.
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B. Extremal problems for H%(A). We first consider the case of a

finite set of points (including perhaps the origin) arbitrarily dis-

tributed in the unit disc and prescribe the interpolatory values 5<y

where j is given, 1 ¿j^m. Again we consider the operator (14), where

g(z) is now in H%(A). Then,

(28) \\Tmg\\ï,n =  f | N(z)Bm(z)g(z) \*\dz\   -  f\ N(z)g(z) |'|*|

II II2
=  \\g\\k.n,

which follows since | Bm(z) \ = 1 on C. As before, this assures that the

operator T„Tm can be inverted. Indeed, by applying (17) and exploit-

ing the reproducing property of the Szegö kernel function Kns(z, t),

cf. (10b), we readily find that T*rm is the identity operator and thus

is its own inverse. Thus, it follows from (16) that the projection oper-

ator Pm is given by Pmg=TmT%g.

Evaluating Pmu for the function

1 Bm(z)
(29) „(^«——^L,

B'm(z,)   (z - Zj)

(where we note that u(z) satisfies u(z¡) = 5¿j and u(z) = H%(A)) we find :

±mU 1 mi w.U

C \ i r t       Ks(z, t) Bm(t) .      ,
= Bm(z) I     N(t) V[Bm(t)Y--^-^-^-    dt\

Jc ' N(z)\N(t)]- B'JzMt - si)  '     '

Substituting (10b) into (30) and noting that on C we have | Bm(t) \2 = 1

and | dt\ —dt/it we evaluate (30) by the method of residues, obtaining

Bm(z)[N(Zj) - N(z)]
(31) Pmu = -•

N(z)B'm(Zl)(Zj - z)

The extremal solution, obtained from (12) and (30), is then given by

Bm(z)N(z,)
(32) fnJ(z) =

(z - zj)B'm(z])N(z)

Now, given a countable set of points \zk\ in A for which Y\x-i \z*\

converges, the corresponding infinite Blaschke product converges in

the mean square on the circumference. Within the disc the conver-

gence is uniform on any closed set, and the convergence is to a func-

tion of modulus not greater than unity in the disc (cf. [2, p. 283]).
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Thus, the sequence of functions (32) converges uniformly everywhere

in A to some analytic function. This function obviously does not van-

ish identically and is the solution to the extremal problem with inter-

polatory conditions (4).

Turning again to the finite interpolation problem where the values

{a¡} are arbitrarily prescribed at the points {z¡}, we remark that

the extremal solution is given by

m

(33) gm{z) = £ ßj/m,y(z)
3=1

where/m,y(z) is defined by (32). This follows from the fact that the

extremal solution is characterized uniquely among all "competing"

functions by the property that it is orthogonal to all functions in

Hn(A) which vanish at the points {z,}. The norm is then easily cal-

culated by the method of residues.
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